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BBMS Students Qualify for NATIONALS!!
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To: Claire Striebich <Claire_Striebich@hcpss.org>

BBMS Students Qualify for
Nationals!
National History Day!
Good morning BBMS Families!
We hope you enjoyed this past weekend ~ we sure did! It was a great one for our
students who participated in the Maryland State Competition for National History
Day. Seven (7) Bonnie Branch students qualified to compete this weekend at the
state level event after having success at the county level. The students who
represented BBMS were:
Percie Musselman and Jennifer Tom
Sam Liebling
Tess Silverman
Mia Pinkham and Addison Greenwald
Annette Horner
Making it to the state level competition is pretty amazing stuff ~ and we are thrilled
to announce that three (3) students qualified for NATIONALS! The following
students will continue in the National History Day competition in June (to be held
virtually this year) on the biggest stage:
Mia Pinkham and Addison Greenwald were STATE Champions in
the "Group Website" category; and,
Sam Liebling was the STATE Runnner Up in the "Individual Exhibit"
category.
We also want to give a shout out to Annette Horner who made it to the top 4 in a
runoff in the "Individual Performance" category.
It was so impressive to see the work that these students put into their projects and
to see their effort be rewarded with this success is very gratifying. Thanks goes out
to Mr. Chris Nobis, Mrs. Hannah Mittel, Mrs. Anne Schaefer and Ms. Nancy
Barnes for all their work behind the scenes; helping students research, prepare,
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and execute at the school, county, and state levels. This achievement is a
testament to the possibilities that exist for all students at BBMS and we are so
proud!
It's a great day to be a Shark!
Dr. Cockley, Principal
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